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In the soul we find three powers: the intellect, the will, the heart, or, as the Holy Fathers say, the 
intellectual, desiring and incensive powers. Each of them is assigned particular curative exercises by 
the holy ascetics. These related exercises are both receptive and conducive to grace. They need not be 
contrived according to some theory, but rather chosen from tested ascetic labors particularly suited to 
a given power:

For the mind
1) Reading and hearing the Word of God, the writings of the Holy Fathers and the lives of the 

God-pleasers.
2) Studying and impressing upon yourself all the God-given truths in brief statements (the 

catechesis). 
3) Asking questions of those older and more experienced. 
4) Mutual informative discourse with friends.

For the will
1) Submission to the whole church rule.
2) Submission to civil order, or to family duty, for they are conduits of God's will. 
3) Obedience to God's will as manifested in your fate. 
4) Obeying your conscience in the doing of good deeds. 
5) Subjecting yourself to the spirit that is zealous to fulfill its vows.

For the heart
1) Attending holy Church services.
2) Prayer, as specified by the Church; home prayer rule. 
3) Using holy crosses, icons and other sacred substances and objects. 
4) Observing holy customs established and promoted by the Church....

Exercises that develop the intellect, and also warm the spiritual life
A Christian intellectual development occurs when all the truths of the Faith are impressed so deeply 
into the intellect that the intellect's whole existence is made up of these truths alone. When it begins to 
reason over something, it reasons according to what it knows of the Christian truths, and would never
make the slightest move without them. The Apostle calls this keeping the image of a sound mind (II 
Tim. 1:7).

Exercises or work related to this are: 
• reading and hearing the Word of God, 
• patristic literature, 
• Lives of the Holy Fathers, 
• mutual discourse and asking questions of those more experienced.

The best time for reading the Word of God is in the morning, Lives of saints after the mid-day meal, 
and Holy Fathers before going to sleep. Thus you can take up a little bit each day.


